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Humans have a large impact on the distribution and abundance of animal
species worldwide. The ecological effects of human-altered environments
are being increasingly recognized and understood, but their effects on evol-
ution are largely unknown. Enhanced cognitive abilities and the ability to
innovate have been suggested as crucial traits for thriving in human-altered
habitats. We tested if house mice (Mus musculus) subspecies have evolved
enhanced innovative problem-solving abilities throughout their commensal
lives with humans. The time that subspecies lived commensally with
humans ranges between approximately 3000 years to more than 11 000
years, thus providing an excellent example of human–animal coexistence.
In addition, we tested whether differences in problem-solving were mediated
by differences in object and place exploration, motivation, persistence or
inhibitory control. We found that populations of subspecies living commen-
sally the longest excelled in problem-solving across seven food-extraction
tasks over subspecies living commensally short or intermediate times.
These differences were not mediated by exploration, motivation, persistence
or inhibitory control suggesting that subspecies have evolved better cognitive
abilities when living commensally in urban environments. This suggests that
the ability to problem-solve may be an important trait promoting prosperity
in human-altered environments.
1. Backround
During the last centuries, humans have altered the planets’ landscape severely,
thereby also affecting the distribution and behaviour of animals. Animals need
to adapt to new environmental challenges or are excluded from human-altered
environments [1]. The behavioural repertoire of animals is crucial for coping
with environmental challenges and growing evidence reports behavioural
differences between populations living in close contact to humans over
naturally occurring populations across taxa [2].

Behavioural flexibility is one of the most important behavioural traits allow-
ing animals to prosper in the presence of humans [1]. For example, species that
readily adopt novel foraging behaviours are more successful at establishing
themselves in new environments [3]. In human-altered environments, animals
may likely face novel situations and problems particularly often as these
expose animals to all kinds of unnatural light, noise, disturbances and resources
[3,4]. The ability to problem-solve, defined as inventing new behaviours or use
of pre-existing ones in new contexts [5], has been suggested to be crucial for per-
sistence in human-altered areas because it is an expression of behavioural
flexibility and innovation propensity [6–9]. One of the most prominent
examples of innovative problem-solving is the opening of milk bottles by great
and blue tits observed in the UK about 70 years ago [10]. In the past decade, a
series of studies focusing on various bird species found general support
for enhanced problem-solving abilities of populations in urban over more
natural areas (e.g. [11–14]). The underlying mechanisms of problem-solving
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differences are poorly understood. It is not yet known if the
human environment acts as a filter in which individuals
with certain behavioural types are more likely to settle in
urban areas, if differential selection pressures lead to micro-
evolution or if plastic changes in behaviour cause differences
in problem-solving ability [3].

There is also little information regarding which behav-
ioural traits promote successful problem-solving [15]. High
levels of object and place exploration might increase the
encounter rate of novel situations as well as the information
gathered about a situation, thereby increasing the chance to
solve [15,16]. In addition, an animal’s performance might
be influenced by persistence (i.e. the number of solving
attempts or time spent manipulating the task set-up) [14].
Furthermore, the inability to perform a motor action or
the ability to stop a non-successful action could cause
differences in problem-solving performance [17,18]. Finally,
differences in problem-solving ability might be caused by
trial-and-error learning [19] or insight [20].

Here, we test problem-solving performance, object
and place exploration and inhibitory control of three sub-
species of wild house mice (Mus musculus) living in human-
altered environments for approximately 3000 to more than
11 000 years [21]. Mice originated from six populations,
derived from human dwellings and were kept and bred
under standardized laboratory conditions for several
generations prior to testing. Thereby, we ensured that all
observed behavioural responses were the product of innate
i.e. genetic, differences [3]. We hypothesized that problem-
solving performance would be highest in mice that have
established a commensal lifestyle earliest. In addition, we
aimed to identify the mechanisms underlying differences in
problem-solving performance focusing on the contribution
of object and place exploration (neophilia), motivation to
participate, persistence, motor diversity, associative learning
and inhibitory control.

The ancestral geographic range for Mus musculus was
probably in present-day Transcaucasia or North India [21]
where the three subspecies M. m. domesticus (MD),
M. m. musculus (MM) and M .m. castaneus (MC) started to
diverge approximately 350–500 kyr ago. They rapidly
spread through Eurasia by establishing a commensal lifestyle
with humans, following humans in migrations to different
geographical areas [22]. The origin of MD synanthropization
started around 11 000–13 000 years ago in the Near East and
was followed by a dispersal towards Western Europe with
maritime traffic [23,24]. The onset of MM synanthropization
occurred around 8000 years ago as a consequence of the
Neolithic cultivation process in the Balkans [23], while
the expansion of MC into India, East Asia and Southeast
Asia between 7600 and 3800 years ago was probably linked
to the emergence of agricultural lifestyles in these areas
[25]. House mice are known as one of the few ‘anthro-
podependent’ species because of their specialization on
anthropogenic resources [26]. They have evolved several
morphological life history and behavioural adaptations
such as changes in breeding cycles, territorial behaviour,
diet and foraging behaviour (summarized in e.g. [27,28]).
Frynta et al. [29], for example, found commensal MM
populations to show increased exploration of elevated
places over non-commensal populations. No study yet inves-
tigated evolutionary adaptations of cognitive traits to a
commensal lifestyle.
2. Methods
(a) Animals and housing
We tested 148 individuals from three subspecies of wild house
mice. Each subspecies was represented by two populations (24–
25 adult individuals per population, males and females equally
represented [30]; electronic supplementary material, S1 and S2).
Offspring of wild-caught individuals were bred and maintained
under laboratory conditions for more than five generations.

All subjects were raised in standard Type III cages, with
woodchip bedding, shelter and varying enrichment under
ad libitum food conditions (Altromin 1324) and at a 12 : 12
dark–light cycle. Animals were kept in same-sex sibling pairs.

During testing, pairs were transferred to two standard cages
connected by a tube similarly equipped as standard housing
cages (electronic supplementary material, S2). Experiments were
conducted during the initial hours of the dark period (problem-
solving, detour reaching) under low-light conditions (less than
20 lux) or in the early morning (neophilia, detour reaching).

Animals were habituated before being tested in a control
foraging set-up and seven problem-solving apparatuses. There-
after, we measured their neophilic behaviour towards an
unknown environment and tested for inhibitory control behav-
iour. Pairs were separated before each experiment by gently
directing one animal into one of the cages and inserting a wire
separation in the connecting tube.

(b) Habituation
A mealworm was presented on a plastic plate (8 × 12.3 cm) for
40 min. The experimenter checked whether the mealworm had
been consumed every 5 min. Animals consuming the mealworm
in less than 5 min for three consecutive days advanced to the
testing stage (n = 126).

(c) Problem-solving
Animals were presented with seven problem-solving set-ups,
each equipped with a mealworm as a food reward. The first
four set-ups could be opened by several strategies while the
remaining three required to be opened by performing a specific
motor action. A control set-up testing for the animals’willingness
to participate was presented after the first three set-ups.

Animals were tested in one set-up per day. Each set-up was
first presented ‘open’ (i.e. the animal could freely access the
food reward). Animals which consumed the food reward within
20 min were then presented with the closed set-up and given
10 min to solve. Animals that did not consume the mealworm
from the open set-up were scored as not participating and were
presented with the next set-up the following day. Tests were
videorecorded for approach latency to open and closed set-ups,
solving outcome and persistence (defined as time spent interact-
ing with the set-up). To open the first set-up, the animal had to
push or pull a metal lid (S1). Next, they had to pull over a plastic
lid (S2), followed by extracting a ball of paper out of a tube (S3).
Next, the same tube was covered with bedding material which
animals had to dig through (C). Thereafter, animals had to open
the window of a Lego brick house (S4), to pull a lid straight up
by a metal rod (S5), to pull away a plastic lid (S6) and to open a
half-sphere (S7). See electronic supplementary material, S2 for a
detailed description of set-ups.

(d) Neophilia
An unknown environment consisting of a Type III cage equipped
with bedding and three foreign objects was used to test the ani-
mals’ propensity to explore unknown areas voluntarily. It was
connected to the animals’ home cage using the connection tube.
Testing lasted for 1 h and was videotaped to analyse the latency
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Figure 1. Pairwise comparison of subspecies in problem-solving performance. (a) Set-ups allowing multiple solving options, R2cond: ¼ 0:44; R2marg: ¼ 0:30; (b) set-
ups requiring a specific solving action, R2cond: ¼ 0:38; R2marg: ¼ 0:30.
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to enter the unknown environment, the number of visits and time
spent in the unknown environment.

(e) Inhibitory control
Detour tasks are commonly used to test for inhibitory control, the
ability to inhibit counterproductive responses driven by a visual
stimulus. We adapted a set-up developed for laboratorymice [31].

Animals were tested on 3 consecutive days. The first day con-
sisted of two open trials in which a mealworm was freely
accessible on the plastic plate for 30 min each. On the second
day, the mealworm was presented open in the first trial but an
opaque, V-shaped barrier was placed outward between the
animal and the food reward on the second trial. On the third
day, the food reward was presented in an open trial followed
by a transparent V-shaped barrier. We videotaped the latency
to approach the barriers, number of interactions with the barrier,
time spent interacting with or within 1 cm distance to the barrier
and the latency to access the reward.

( f ) Statistical analyses
All data were analysed using the free software R (v. 3.4.3.).

The problem-solving performancewas analysed separately for
set-ups allowing multiple solving strategies and set-ups requiring
a specific motor action. Repeatability of problem-solving was
calculated across all seven set-ups using 1000 bootstrappings to
calculate CIs and 1000 permutations for p-value estimation (rptR
package, details see electronic supplementary material, S5).

We used a binomial mixed model (package lme4), fitting pro-
blem-solving as response, subspecies, experimental set-up (four
levels), interaction time and approach latency as fixed effects
and animal ID as a random effect for set-upswithmultiple solving
strategies. For the second set of set-ups, we only scored the solving
outcome, hence, subspecieswas the sole fixed effect and animal ID
was coded as a random effect. Both models were run twice, once
with all animals included and once only with animals which
actively participated. Since all models yielded similar results (elec-
tronic supplementary material, S4), we present the results of
participating animals throughout.
Significance of fixed effects was assessed by likelihood ratio
tests of nested models (lrtest, lmtest package). Significant categ-
orical effects were further analysed by pairwise post hoc
comparison (lsmeans package), applying a false discovery rate
adjustment. We constructed two separate models to test for sub-
species differences in approach latency and interaction time
(persistence) assuming a Poisson distribution. Model fit was
tested by visual inspection of residuals and Q-Q plots and by
computing the coefficient of determination, R2 (package rsq).

To testwhether subspecies differed inmotivation to participate,
we used a control set-up eliciting natural digging behaviour.
Participation was analysed using a generalized linear model
assuming a binomial distribution, with subspecies as a fixed
effect. Full outputs of all models can be found in electronic sup-
plementary material, S4. Figures present predicted model outputs.

To investigate subspecies and differences in the response to a
novel environment, we used a permutation-based ANOVA with
1000 permutations (package RVAideMemoire). The population
was coded nested within subspecies. We performed permu-
tation-based pairwise t-tests with a false discovery rate p-value
adjustment post hoc if a significant main effect of subspecies or
population was found. Approach rate and solving success in
the detour reaching task was analysed by proportion tests.
Latency to approach, interaction time and number of interactions
were analysed by permutation-based ANOVA.
3. Results
(a) Problem-solving
MD outperformed MM and MC populations in set-ups which
could be solved by multiple different solving strategies
(figure 1a) as well as in set-ups requiring a specific solving
action (figure 1b). This result was consistent when animals
that did not participate were excluded (multiple strategies:
d.f. = 2, χ2 = 78.53, p < 0.001; specific strategy: d.f. = 2, χ2 =
49.26, p < 0.001). For participating animals, the latency to
solve (from first approach to solving) across set-ups also
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differed between subspecies. MM needed longer to solve than
MC (t = 2.6, p = 0.03) and longer than MD (t = 5.5, p < 0.001).
MC and MD did not differ in latency to solve (t = 1.6,
p = 0.18). While MD and MM did not differ in solving prob-
ability of set-ups with multiple versus single solving
strategy, MC had a lower chance to solve set-ups with single
solving strategies (t = 2.12, p < 0.001). Repeatability (R= 0.23,
CI: 0.15–0.32, p = 0.001) of solving across all seven set-ups
was significantly different from zero.

Particularly set-up S3 was more difficult to solve than the
remaining set-ups (all pairwise comparisons p < 0.001, see
electronic supplementary material, S3). However, even
when excluding this set-up, subspecies differences in solving
success were consistent (d.f. = 2, χ2 = 25.7, p < 0.001). Subspe-
cies performed equally well in the control set-up with more
than 80% of all animals participating (figure 2a).

Animals approaching the test set-ups faster were better at
problem-solving (d.f. = 1, χ2 = 10.07, p < 0.001). Subspecies
showed a significant difference in approach latencies (d.f.=
2, χ2 = 9.50, p < 0.001) with both MD (z = 3.09, p < 0.001) and
MC (z = 2.27, p = 0.03) approaching faster than MM
(figure 2b). Although MC approached faster than MM, it
did not outperform it in problem-solving. Interaction times
were not associated with problem-solving.

(b) Neophilia
Neither subspecies, nor any of the populations differed in the
latency to enter a novel environment (subspecies: F = 1.07,
perm. p = 0.36, corresponding to an R2 = 0.07) or in the
number of exploration bouts (subspecies: F = 0.14, perm.
p = 0.88, R2 = 0.05). Subspecies differed in the amount of
time spent in the novel environment (F = 6.16, perm. p =
0.005, R2 = 0.15). MD spent approximately 40% (554 ± 50 s)
more time in the novel environment than MM (pairwise
p = 0.02; 283 ± 48 s) and MC (pairwise p = 0.03; 271 ± 47 s).
(c) Inhibitory control
Fewer MM (73%) interacted with the transparent barrier com-
pared to MD (96%) and MC (85%, p = 0.04) although the same
percentage of animals per subspecies interacted with the
barrier in the opaque control situation ( p = 0.22). Out of
approaching animals, also the solving success of MM was
on average 30% lower than that of the other two subspecies
( p = 0.007). The latency to solve and the time actively interact-
ing with the barrier did not differ between subspecies but
MM went back to their shelter and approached the barrier
anew more often than the other two subspecies (F = 5.11,
perm. p = 0.02).
4. Discussion
House mouse subspecies having evolved a commensal life-
style earlier show enhanced problem-solving performances.
MD populations had the highest likelihood to solve, while
MC had the lowest likelihood. While MM showed inter-
mediate solving probability, they needed longer to solve.
These results cannot be explained by differences in neophilia,
higher motivation or longer interaction with test set-ups, nor
by better inhibitory control but rather mice appear to have
evolved enhanced cognitive abilities to cope with the
challenges of human-altered habitats.

Our results are in line with findings in various bird
species showing that populations living in human-altered
areas show enhanced problem-solving performances
[3,13,32], suggesting that increased cognitive abilities are a
general adaptation in populations thriving in urban habitats.
The ’cognitive buffer hypothesis’ states that animals which
have to cope with a high degree of environmental change
or instability such as frequently found in human environ-
ments, would develop elevated cognitive abilities to enable
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flexible use of environmental information and the production
of novel behavioural responses [8,33]. The ability to produce
innovative behaviours in changing or challenging environ-
ments has indeed been shown to have a critical effect on
fitness [34,35]. Despite the growing body of research demon-
strating behavioural adaptations to urban living in wild
animals, whether these modifications represent evolutionary
adaptations or are the results of phenotypic plasticity is
often unknown [1,3]. Given that the animals in our study
had been kept in standardized laboratory conditions for sev-
eral generations, differences between subspecies imply an
evolutionary adaptation of cognitive ability. The significant
non-zero repeatability in addition indicates a heritable com-
ponent of problem-solving capacities, a pre-requisite for
evolution. Other factors such as the geographical area, speci-
fics about the population history or the degree of
urbanization may in addition also influence cognitive abil-
ities. In striped file mice (Apodemus agrarius), populations
living in a big city outperform more rural conspecifics [36].
Here, although all our population descended from animals
in small or medium human settlements, the two MM popu-
lations differed in problem-solving performance while
populations of MC and MD performed on similar levels. In
summary, we here show that problem-solving, representing
flexibility and general cognitive ability, is an important
trait evolving rapidly, presumably to facilitate success in
human-altered environments.

To fully understand how the ability to problem-solve pro-
vides adaptive advantages for animals, we need to
disentangle the mechanisms supporting this ability. Recent
studies have highlighted several behavioural traits potentially
contributing to problem-solving success. Animals can differ
in the rate with which they encounter novel stimuli [37], for
example, because they differ in neophobia or neophilia (fear-
fulness of versus attraction to novel objects or places).
Commensal rats initially avoid novel objects while non-com-
mensal rats explore them readily [38]. Studies so far report
mixed results on the influence of neophobia and neophilia
on problem-solving performance [15,39,40]. Here, we found
no evidence for an influence of object or place neophilia on
problem-solving. While MD investigated a novel place on
average 40% longer than the other two subspecies, MM and
MC did not differ in exploration although they differed in
problem-solving success. Likewise, the latency to approach
the test set-ups was consistently higher for MM but did not
differ for the other two subspecies. Furthermore, there were
no differences between subspecies in motivation to approach
and interact with the control test set-up. The absence of an
influence of neophilia might in part be explained by our
extensive habituation process which was designed to equal-
ize subspecies reactions to the experimenter and the test
set-ups [41].

Further, we tested if traits such as the inability to perform
a motoric action, inhibitory control, persistence or the associ-
ation of action and consequences influenced solving success,
as these traits were shown to correlate with problem-solving
performances in multiple species [15,42]. An animal might
not be able to solve a given problem either because it is not
physically able to perform the motor action required or
because it does not express the necessary motor action
within a short amount of time. To test these two possibilities,
we presented five non-solvers per population with the set-up
overnight for all set-ups. All animals that interacted with the
set-up were able to problem-solve, showing that a general
inability to perform a motor action was not causing the
difference in solving outcome. In addition, we tested if inhibi-
tory control differs between subspecies. In general, the
diversity of motoric actions shown within a limited time
has a positive effect on problem-solving [42,43]. We found
that while MM performed significantly worse than MD and
MC in the inhibitory control task, there was no difference
between MD and MC although these two subspecies
showed most pronounced differences in problem-solving suc-
cess, indicating no effect of inhibitory control on successful
problem-solving.

Since complex problems are unlikely to be solved on the
first attempt, it is necessary to be persistent in order to
solve them. Several studies in the past indicated that more
persistent individuals are more likely to successfully pro-
blem-solve [42–44]. Contrary to these results, we found no
influence of persistence on problem-solving performance. A
recent study in striped field mice, however, indicated that
individuals interacting longer with open set-ups (as opposed
to interaction with closed set-ups as measured here) were
more likely to successfully problem-solve, suggesting that
longer interaction provides the individual with more infor-
mation, thus enabling it to later perform an appropriate
solving action [36].

Several of our set-ups were designed in a way that an action
had to be repeated several times to lead to a solving success. In
order to solve, the animal either had to learn that a particular
action leads to solving (association of action and consequence
[19]), or it had to understand how the set-up works (insight
[20]). A difference in the association of action with consequence
seems unlikely to have caused the differences in problem-
solving success since we found similar subspecies differences
in problem-solving success across set-ups which were
specifically designed to be opened by a single-motor action.

In conclusion, our results show that house mice evolved
enhanced cognitive abilities during their commensal life
with humans. Cognitive abilities and especially innovative
problem-solving may thus be key factors for animals to
thrive in human-altered habitats. With urban environments
increasing rapidly, how wild animals adjust to the challenges
of living in close proximity to humans becomes increasingly
more relevant, and an understanding of the traits that adapt
and their underlying mechanisms will be key.
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